TERMS AND CONDITIONS Junior Reds Sticker Card Prize Draw
Entry
1. Manchester United Football Club Limited (the “Club”) is the promoter of this prize draw
(“Prize Draw”).
2. Entry to the Prize Draw is on the basis of one entry per person and in order to enter, the
entrant must: (i) obtain one sticker card from the Club representative present in the
Family Stand; (ii) collect and affix to the sticker card 15 stickers, available from the Club
representative in the Family Stand during the season (1 sticker available per fixture); and
(iii) once completed, fill in the contact details on the sticker card and return it to the Club
representative in the Family Stand at any point during the respective season and by no
later than the start of the final home fixture.
3. By entering the Prize Draw the entrant agrees to be bound by these terms and conditions
(“Conditions”) and confirms that all information submitted is true, current and complete.
4. The draw is not open to employees of Manchester United (or its associated companies or
subsidiaries), or their families.
Prize
5. The winners of the Prize Draw (“Winners”) shall be the entrants whose entries are
selected at random and announced in the Family Stand during the half time interval of the
Club’s final home fixture.
6. The decision of Manchester United is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
7. The prizes for the Winners will be one of the following: (i) signed current season home
shirt; (ii) signed current season football; (iii) “Legends Tour” pass; or (iv) “Museum and
Stadium Tour” family pass (each a “Prize” and together, the “Prizes”).
8. Ancillary costs and expenses associated with the Prize, such as travel and subsistence,
will not be provided by MU and shall be borne by the Winners.
9. The Prizes shall be available for collection by the Winners (or their parents or guardians)
on the day of the final home fixture or, if any Winner is not present at the Prize Draw, the
Prize shall be posted to the Winner at the address stated on the sticker card.
10. The Prize is non-transferable and there is no cash alternative. MU reserves the right to
substitute any Prize with another of a similar nature and/or equal or greater value at any
time. If the Winner is unable or unwilling to accept the Prize or does not provide the
consent requested at paragraph 11 below, subsequent draws will take place until new
Winners are found who are able/willing to accept the Prize or provide the necessary
consent.
11. By entering the Prize Draw, the Winners (and their parent or guardian if the entrant is
under 16 years of age) consent to the following: (i) for the Winners’ names to be
disclosed to any person requesting that MU confirm the identity of the Winners; and (ii) for
the Winners’ names and/or photographs to be published for promotional or marketing
purposes.
12. Subject to paragraph 11 above, details of the Prize Draw Winners will be made available
upon request from Manchester United Limited, Sir Matt Busby Way, Old Trafford,
Manchester, M16 0RA (subject to data protection legislation).
13. MU reserves the right to cancel or amend the Prize Draw or these Conditions without
notice in the event of the occurrence of circumstances beyond its reasonable control.
14. The Prize Draw, together with these Conditions, is governed by the laws of England and
shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.

